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GUEST CONDUCTOR LEAD CONCERT

The Boise Junior College Symphony Orchestra, which also includes a number of outstanding Boise Valley musicians, who presented a concert under the special direction of Edward Hurliman, on January 14.

Mr. Hurliman, guest conductor from Los Angeles, is a former concert master, and assistant conductor of the Portland Symphony Orchestra. The B.J.C. choir under the direction of Mr. Bratt, will assist, and Adelaid Anderson will be the featured soloist, playing Rachmaninoff’s second Piano Concerto.

Outstanding members of the orchestra include Stella Margaret Adelard, violinist, concert master and graduate of B.J.C.; Catherine Eggleston, violinist; Franklin Holmgren, bass; Vina Jasper Bushby, violinist; Carl Wilson, violinist; William Reedy, cellist; Mrs. J. A. Schultihes, violinist; Mrs. Walter Wallick, cellist; O. V. Abrahamson, cellist; Charles Wilson, string bass; Russell Tipton, and Julie Tregaskis, flutists; Curtis Finch, Leslie Thomas, Barbara Peterson, and Elaine Carringer, string bass.

Tickets will be on sale by the Valkyries in the main hall of the Ad Building. Sales will begin immediately, and tickets being priced as follows: Adult, $0.80, and student, $0.60.

Doors will open at 8:15 p.m.

OUR GRASS, PLEASE!

Last Fall, in order to give you the freedom to roam over the campus lawns, all restrictions on trespassing were lifted as long as no paths were created. Now, with cold weather here, those lawns have ceased growing and are frozen. As far as traffic on the lawns is gradually endangering them, I am, therefore, requesting that all of you stay on the sidewalks so that we may have beautiful lawns when summer weather returns.

Eugene B. Chaffee, President

There have been a number of reports that the students will remember about Herb Everitt, a young man about whom the students here at B.J.C. was continually saying, “Don’t hold out on Mr. Hurliman.”

He continued his school and college work the past year, and is now serving as a Private in the United States Army. He is a graduate of Boise High School and shortly will be away at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The show was the part of the play “The Family.” The booted hero and the Boston club were quite a change from the Astoria column and the stage set for “The Family.”

Chaffee, president, who was a member of the faculty, has decided that the student body shall get a resounding bang, an all school mixer to be held in the auditorium from eight-thirty to eleven-thirty.

This first dance of the season is strictly an informal pre-acquainted affair for B.J.C. students, their wives and husbands, with admission by activity ticket. Music will be furnished with the compliments of Earl Hewitt, and prizes will be given for the best waltzes and tangoes, according to Mary Zupan, who is chief ram-rod.

BOY MEETS GIRL

No-Date Affair Heads Winter Calendar

LOOKING FOR NEW SUBJECTS?

With the happy and joyful wishes of the Yuletide season still ringing in our ears, most students may find it difficult to leave the carefree period of holidays behind us to take up the grind of studies and school life.

Those who are way from the grades they received for the last term, have undoubtedly made various and noble resolutions to study diligently and leave the night life to those few and blessed creatures, who by a sly bit of miracle-working have showered themselves with As and the glory which follows such events.

Some, however, may take heart in the fact that several new courses have been provided for the forthcoming term, ones which may replace their former grades with those beloved As.

Among these courses are the following:

Art 22—Letter Forming
Art 32—Interior Decoration
Botany 12 and 13—Systematic Botany
Business 52 — Federal Income Tax
Business 72 — Principles of Advertising
Business 82—Business Writing
Business 86—Office Technique and Management
Education 51 —Child Development
Education 52—Intermediate Curriculum and Methods
Engineering 52 — Electrical Engineering
Engineering 62 — Mechanics or Statics
English 7—Advanced Writing
Geology 3—General Geology
Geology 52—Mineralogy
History 52—History of Idaho and Pacific Northwest
Sociology — Marriage and the Family
Zoology 42—Eugenics
Zoology 54—Comparative Anatomy
Zoology 52—Human Physiology and Anatomy
Sociology 13—Race and Nationality Problems

Another heart-warming fact to brighten the lives of our Co-eds Coeur d'Alene and Spokane. To those names as Irene Herb, was actually Mr. Hurliman’s own words, “The $.60. motto, Sleep. Baby, don’t hold out on me.”

We will be seeing a lot of him when— Herb, don’t hold up until that time comes.”
How About It?

It being our policy to publicize each and every effort to improve B.J.C., or its inmates, we should like to bring to the attention of our readers a plan promulgated by one of the more serious members of our Roundup staff to eliminate what he terms an inefficient waste. We are now, and for the past several years have been, wasting a large amount of valuable floor space, furniture, and other fixtures, not to mention a few thousand green-backs required to maintain this prodigality. In case you haven’t guessed, we are referring to the B.J.C. Library.

Our founding fathers seem to have been under the impression that we would have need for a quiet place to study and several hundred handsomely bound volumes to aid us in said studies. Far be it from us to try to place these honorable souls in an ill light, but after a thorough investigation we cannot accept this idea. We find that except for a few backward souls, our students do all the best studying over a hand of bridge at the Union, or in the wee hours of the morning, just as was previously expected. Our venture onnes, uperman, nor at least a current collected the volumes involved, was not acquainted with student interests. There is not one copy of “Forever Amber,” or “Adventure Comics,” or “Superman,” nor other works of current interest.

To eliminate this sad condition, we offer this plan: if one is observant, he may notice the similarity in size and shape of our librarian’s desk to the bar in that well-known student-frequented Passion Pit. With a few inexpensive alterations, and the acquisition of a few slot machines, our library could be converted into a source of both income and satisfaction to our students that would rival any other known student habit in this locale.

The income derived from this alteration could be used in many of the enterprises planned, but for which funds are not now available, such as, increasing the pay of the faculty, bigger and better annuals, reductions in activity ticket fees, and many other such worthy items.

We have not revealed this plan to any members of the faculty, as yet, but we offer it now with the sincere hope that we can, by such planning, aid them in solving the many problems that are now causing them so many sleepless nights.

Boy: If you ask me I’d say kissing is quite a lost art.
Girl: If you ask me, I’d say you were quite an art collector.

Irate Mother: I’ll teach you to kiss any brighter. You’re too late, I’ve already learned.

She—I think this school is haunted.
He—Why?
She—They’re always talking about the school spirit.

William: How did you break your leg?
Bill: I threw a cigarette in a manhole and stepped on it.

Any P.M. of B. Interested?

We have been accused, from time to time, of being of the fourth estate. Rightly or wrongly, this is not the same as aligned synonymous with “Intelligence.” Nothing to chance, we hereupon assume our right back seat to no one, not even in the discussion science.

Acting in the capacity of enlightened informer, herewith several suggestions for your collective.

It has been advocated that abstract philosophy be bearing on concrete example—to wit, grades. Tell poll among the P.M. on B., we think enough interest to form a club devoted to philosophical discussion.

All interested are invited to discuss this enterprise, and take the necessary steps to incorporate this addition we feel will be beneficial to the school, to dear old Alma Mater and our school spirit.

In Memoriam

Many articles of a derogatory nature, have appeared in this paper telling of the Intercollegiate Knights, their vast millions and exposing the various ways and methods in which the impoverished students of B.J.C. were persuaded to part with their money.

Herefore no article has come out in defense of the Knights, even though the Bible does say that if you are slapped on one cheek, you should turn the other. This is getting tiresome and it is believed that the student body should be enlightened before their opinions are besmirched by the vile propaganda by the more envious factions of this school.

The activities of the Knights are many and varied, one of them being the flag detail which raises the Knights’ flag on every morning that is not too unfavorable as far as weather goes. And in the near future they are going to sponsor the annual Ad dance. The profits on these affairs are very little, if any, after the decorations, refreshments and orchestra have been paid for.

Another of the projects undertaken by the Knights was the giving of a sign on Capitol Boulevard to tell the tourists which way to Junior College. The only thing standing in the way is the lack of concrete to set the sign in.

The Knights have made available fifty dollars as a student loan fund, and through this money they have sponsored the Golden Plume ball and in the near future they are going to sponsor the annual Ad dance. The profits on these affairs are very little, if any, after the decorations, refreshments and orchestra have been paid for.

The dates for the annual Mardi Gras plan to be held here this Mardi Gras are Saturday, March 15 and 16. Be sure to get your receipt, $1.00.

NOTICE ALL STUDENTS

Vets Mail Bag
By Welton Graham

Many Vets are having a hard time making ends meet, but we are glad to hear this isn’t so in all cases. It seems that Morris W. McKeith, former Navy yeoman who now lives in Seattle, Washington, really has a humming business. McKeith bought out a business and got stung by doing it. Most men who get stung on a business deal don’t brag about it, but McKeith gets stung sometimes 10 or 15 times a day, and to him it’s just part of the job.

Through his GI loan privilege, he bought a part interest in the bee business—a honey of a business. He has 240 colonies in his apiary, and each colony includes some hundreds of thousands of bees. McKeith has never gotten around to taking inventory—too beehvy. Although the main crop is honey, McKeith’s bees do double duty. In the spring, he will rent his bees out to orchardists to pollinate fruit blossoms.

The Idaho unemployment compensation department has announced that Veterans of World War II received more than 80 per cent of all payments made during 1946. Included were $1,400,698 to unemployed veterans and $1,355,237 to self-employed veterans. The remainder $478,604, are to claimants other than veterans. Problems seem to be solving the bees, and the school. In fact, if most of them are proud of the school and under the able leadership of the cheerleaders are displaying their enthusiasm at the games. Any team appreciates student support and B.J.C. is no exception.

Letter to the Editor

Girls have you ever been just plain mad? Well, I have, and with good reason, too! The next time I hear any member of the vaunted “Male Population” call us eager beavers, I’ll rip him wing from wing, so help me Hannah.

The cake this term seems to be the one all the Bronco squad signed a pact not to date any of us girls. Overlooking the obvious fact that they are in the minority, also that this topic is one which smacks of a state bordering on lunacy, I dear editor, should like to know how they get that way.

Barring an isolated few—tight skirted skirts, we are not essential-ly man-hunting man-eaters.

This is a mild reproach. What I intended to say was something to the effect that had these self-styled Romeo been gifted with any amount of gray matter, instead of super-inflated egos, they might have had a wiser light they put themselves in by being so deathly afraid their charms will work a fatal fascination on poor Claudia Coed.

...at...

Fritchman’s
821 Idaho Street

The Fifth Column
It’s baloney any way you slice it, but the Intercollegiate Knights will tell you that they are an organization devoted to furthering school affairs and contributing worthwhile items to the student body and the school. In fact, if they continue to try to cut that stuff they would do well to get a sharp knife because most of the students who know the facts are aware that on the Student Directory, the Intercollegiate Knights (that fraternal organization of brotherly love) made a profit of over $300 before they held their fellow students up by selling each booklet for 25c a copy.

Some students wonder if the salesmen who sold the downtown advertisers told them that the booklet would be sold instead of given away, which to some degree would have justified their advertising In it. Let us all sincerely hope that the J K’s erect a worthwhile memorial to the ‘46-’47 club when, I hope, the plaque is placed on the Capitol Boulevard Bridge.

Something that deserves a congratulatory message is the athletic committee’s arrangements in securing the Boise High School Gym for most of the basketball games. In this way students can attend the games en masse and money can be added to the college coffers for future athletic events.

Then, too, along the line of sports most students are beginning to be aware of the fact that they are proud of the school and under the able leadership of the cheerleaders are displaying their enthusiasm at the games. Any team appreciates student support and B.J.C. is no exception.

Teacher: This book will do half your work for you.

Boy: Good! I’ll take two.

STUDENT UNION
Log Log Slide Rules
Drop Bow pens
Architect’s Slide Rules
B. J. C. Belts
Fineline Pencils
Forestry Slide Rules
E. J. C. Belts
B. J. C. Stationery
Rocket Pencils

Complete Guaranteed Service
Phone 304

Bairds
DRY CLEANERS
FURS CLEANED AND GLAZED
FUR STORAGE
RUGS CLEANED

Downtown Office
808 Bannock

8th and Fort Sts.
BRONC, LOGGERS

SPLIT SERIES

In a slow starting game Tuesday night played at the High School Gym, BJC's Broncos defeated the Lewiston Normal Loggers, 58-41. The second game of the series which was played Wednesday night was a reversal of form, however, and after leading for three-quarters the Loggers exacted their revenge for their previous night's defeat by dumping the Boisean's, 65-48.

The outstanding performance of the series was the spectacular exhibition of Whitey Owens who dumped 17 points through the hoop during the first quarter of the second game and added a foul shot in their favor. No team in the history of the Loggers has ever possessed an uncanny eye for finding the basket with the ball but at other times possesses himself with setting up his playmates, taking the ball on the rebound and, in general, serving as a sparkplug for the time.

Last Friday night the club held a meeting in which they approved their by-laws and discussed forthcoming events to be sponsored by the club. Although no date has been set as yet, the club is considering a revival of the annual bowling formal and erecting a spring queen.

The club has added another office by nominating Frank Blackerfoot as 6th succeessor to Sergeant of Arms. This is the first half for a total of 18 coming events to be sponsored by the club.

In their last game the series will be concluded Saturday night when the Loggers travel to Albion to meet the Panthers.

The Loggers have a fine team led by Bruce Byars, who possesses a spectacular exhibition of Whitey Owens who played a smooth game.